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 Confidence Intervals for Population Ranks in the
 Presence of Ties and Near Ties

 Minge Xie, Kesar Singh, and Cun-Hui Zhang

 Frequentist confidence intervals for population ranks and their statistical justifications are not well established, even though there is a great

 need for such procedures in practice. How do we assign confidence bounds for the ranks of health care facilities, schools, and financial
 institutions based on data that do not clearly separate the performance of different entities apart? The commonly used bootstrap-based
 frequentist confidence intervals and Bayesian intervals for population ranks may not achieve the intended coverage probability in the
 frequentist sense, especially in the presence of unknown ties or "near ties" among the populations to be ranked. Given random samples from

 k populations, we propose confidence bounds for population ranking parameters and develop rigorous frequentist theory and nonstandard
 bootstrap inference for population ranks, which allow ties and near ties. In the process, a notion of modified population rank is introduced
 that appears quite suitable for dealing with the population ranking problem. The proposed methodology and theoretical results are illustrated

 through simulations and a real dataset from a health research study involving 79 Veterans Health Administration (VHA) facilities. The
 results are extended to general risk adjustment models.

 KEY WORDS: Large sample theory; Nonstandard bootstrap inference; Rank inference; Slow convergence rate.

 1. INTRODUCTION

 Performance evaluations of institutions are common and

 have a long history in many areas. Aitkin and Longford (1986)
 and Goldstein and Spiegelhalter (1996) discussed the impor-
 tance of introducing accountability measurements to public
 sector activities and spelled out the statistical issues involved in
 making quality comparisons among different institutions in the
 areas of health care and education. These publications have led
 to many applications and developments in health services
 (e.g., Christiansen and Morris 1997; Normand, Glickman, and
 Gatsonis 1997; Landrum, Normand, and Rosenheck 2003;

 Thompson et al. 2005; Austin and Tu 2006), education
 (e.g., Lockwood, Louis, and McCaffrey 2002; McCaffrey,
 Lockwood, Koretz, Louis, and Hamilton 2004; Rubin, Stuart,

 and Zanutto 2004; Noell and Burns 2006), and many other
 fields. Goldstein and Spiegelhalter (1996) pointed out that
 performance evaluation "inevitably leads to institutional
 ranking" and repeatedly emphasized the need for "interval esti-
 mation" to display uncertainty associated with such rankings.
 According to Goldstein and Spiegelhalter (1996), there are
 generally two computational approaches for deriving con-
 fidence intervals for population ranks: Bayesian computational
 method and frequentist bootstrap sampling method.

 An earlier paper by Laird and Louis (1989) and the follow-
 up papers by Shen and Louis (1998) and Lin, Louis, Paddock,
 and Ridgeway (2006) proposed several Bayesian methods and
 studied theoretical aspects from Bayesian inference for ranks in
 hierarchical models. Theoretical discussion of frequentist
 inference for rank parameters, however, is rare in the literature.
 A main reason for the lack of frequentist studies of the problem
 is that the population rank is a "difficult" parameter for which
 the standard statistical theory does not apply, as pointed out by
 Snijders (1996). We study in this article, within the frequentist
 domain, the statistical inference for population ranks, espe-
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 cially confidence intervals in the presence of unknown ties or
 near ties of population ranks.

 Suppose we are interested in ranking k populations (or
 institutions) Vu ^2» · · ·> ^k through a specific characteristic
 described by a set of unknown parameter values 0i, . . ., 0*. The
 conventional frequentist definition of the population rank for
 Vi is then

 */=1+Σ<ϊ(0;-0/)

 = 1+Σ1Μ)+2Σ1(Η)' 0)
 j& ΐφΐ

 where G(t) = 1(/<ο) + (l/2)l(f=o), and l(y4) is the 0-1 indicator
 function of A.

 Suppose consistent estimates 9in of the unknown parameters
 0/ are available, with Òin - 0, + ο/>(1), where η is a known
 constant representing a generic "sample size" or the order of
 the reciprocal of the variances of 0/„. For instance, η is just the
 number of observations taken from each population in case of
 equal size. Or, in the case of unequal sample sizes, «, for pop-
 ulation /, we may take η = Y?i=l ni as the total sample size for
 fixed k. Alternatively, we may take η - ri' if the rank of V' is
 of special interest, provided max ι<*η,·//ΐι = O('). A commonly
 used plug-in estimator of the population rank (1) is defined as

 Rin = '+Y,G(èjn-êin). (2)

 When k is fixed and 0h 02, . . ., 9k are all fixed and distinct, it
 can be proved that the consistency of 0,·,, implies the con-
 sistency of the plug-in estimator in the sense of

 P(Rin = Ri) - 1 as η -> *>, (3)

 so that Rjn could serve as a "singleton confidence set" for the
 population rank /?, with asymptotically perfect coverage.
 Although this theory is simple, it does not agree well with most
 practical settings because it requires that the parameters 0, be
 well separated. This mismatch between (3) and reality is
 clearly exhibited in our numerical experiments reported in
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 Sections 4 and 5. Indeed, one of the main reasons that cause

 controversies in ranking practices is that the performances of
 some institutions are not easily distinguishable, in addition to
 risk adjustment and measurement error issues.
 A more relevant problem, which we focus on in this article,

 is to construct confidence intervals of population ranks that
 (approximately) achieve the claimed coverage probability
 when the performances of the institutions to be ranked are not
 always well separated. The population parameters 0f- may have
 ties or near ties, under which the statement (3) breaks down

 completely. Here a near tie between parameters 0/ and 07· means
 that their difference is not of greater order than the standard
 error of the estimate of the difference:

 [ein - èjn) - (0,· - 0,) φ Ορ{% - 0j'). (4)

 That is, we cannot distinguish 0, and 0y with the available data.
 In the special case when both 0;„ and 9jn are root-η consistent,
 (4) can be written in a more straightforward expression

 I

 |0,· - 0j' = O(n 2). Of course, near ties include ties 0/ = 07 and
 the label pairs (/, j) of ties or near ties are assumed completely
 unknown.

 Table 1 displays a dataset from a health research study on
 blood glucose (Ale) control of diabetes patients in 79 Veterans
 Health Administration (VHA) facilities in the United States
 (Pogach et al. 2005). Figure 1 plots log odds of "poor Ale
 control" rates against the facility (fake) identification numbers
 (IDs) (sorted by the facility sample ranks Rin). As in Pogach
 et al. (2005), the "poor Ale control" for a diabetes patient is
 defined as an Ale level over 9.5 or an Ale test not performed.
 From Figure 1, it is clear that the log odds or the "poor Ale
 control" rates are clumped together. Even though the sample
 sizes (tti reported in Table 1) are in the thousands, most of the

 reported rates are not distinguishable from their neighboring
 points by any statistical test. In this example, the assumption
 under which (3) holds is no longer valid, and (3) is not expected
 to yield reliable confidence intervals for the population ranks.

 Goldstein and Spiegelhalter (1996) suggested bootstrap as a
 method of constructing confidence intervals for population
 ranks. Commonly used bootstrap confidence intervals rely on
 the centered bootstrap percentile approach (where the intervals
 are obtained by approximating the distribution of /?/ - /?,· by
 the distribution of R* - /?,) and the regular bootstrap percentile

 method (where the bounds are the quantiles of the bootstrap
 distribution); see Efron and Tibshirani (1994). Here, /?, is the
 sample rank computed from a bootstrap sample. These two ap-
 proaches are equivalent, if the bootstrap distribution of the rank
 is symmetric. But they need not be the same otherwise. The
 intervals from the regular bootstrap percentile method turn out to

 be also asymptotically equivalent to Bayesian credible intervals.
 It is well known that Bayesian credible intervals do not guar-
 antee the frequency coverage of confidence intervals (see, e.g.,
 Zhang and Woodroofe (2002) and Marchand and Strawderman
 (2006) for studies of frequency coverage issues of Bayesian
 credible intervals). Although it is not completely clear theoret-
 ically whether the conventional bootstrap methods or a Bayesian
 method yield confidence intervals with intended coverage
 probability for the population ranks, we have evidence in Section
 2 that the regular bootstrap theory breaks down. Our simulation

 study reported in Section 5 also strongly suggests that the
 intervals obtained by the aforementioned conventional bootstrap

 methods have poor frequentist coverage probabilities.
 In the presence of ties or near ties, the sample rank Rin in (2)

 is not a consistent estimator of the population rank Rt in (1). To
 deal with this tie and near tie problems, we propose a smooth
 population rank /?jsmoot > and a smooth sample rank Rin

 Table 1. "Poor Ale Control" data of 79 VHA facilities

 Poor Ale No. of Poor Ale No. of Poor Ale No. of Poor Ale No. of

 Facility control rate cases Facility control rate cases Facility control rate cases Facility control rate cases

 ID

 1 0.0444 1,803 21 0.0939 3,811 41 0.1057 2,128 61 0.1247 13,598
 2 0.0612 2,270 22 0.0940 6,641 42 0.1063 1,176 62 0.1251 1,758
 3 0.0673 1,188 23 0.0943 5,577 43 0.1065 6,828 63 0.1255 3,020
 4 0.0700 4,143 24 0.0946 2,252 44 0.1066 2,851 64 0.1256 3,624
 5 0.0706 2,195 25 0.0953 6,902 45 0.1068 3,810 65 0.1260 3,254
 6 0.0733 2,443 26 0.0956 1,015 46 0.1072 2,417 66 0.1276 2,719
 7 0.0738 2,290 27 0.0969 1,558 47 0.1078 2,365 67 0.1291 2,779
 8 0.0799 1,827 28 0.0978 2,208 48 0.1099 1,519 68 0.1292 1,648
 9 0.0803 4,842 29 0.0982 1,293 49 0.1100 2,081 69 0.1301 4,573
 10 0.0839 3,170 30 0.0998 1,423 50 0.1106 4,468 70 0.1313 3,230
 11 0.0846 2,234 31 0.1010 2,940 51 0.1122 4,037 71 0.1456 3,380
 12 0.0848 1,780 32 0.1011 3,649 52 0.1123 3,685 72 0.1472 3,044
 13 0.0851 2,069 33 0.1017 3,620 53 0.1132 3,808 73 0.1474 2,952
 14 0.0854 3,032 34 0.1029 1,078 54 0.1134 2,751 74 0.1477 3,576
 15 0.0863 3,072 35 0.1030 2,990 55 0.1137 5,436 75 0.1502 3,182
 16 0.0897 2,108 36 0.1035 1,266 56 0.1147 1,482 76 0.1521 1,407
 17 0.0927 7,853 37 0.1040 4,502 57 0.1161 4,668 77 0.1666 3,812
 18 0.0929 2,626 38 0.1045 4,513 58 0.1169 1,950 78 0.1680 2,321
 19 0.0933 1,640 39 0.1046 3,059 59 0.1203 4,672 79 0.1718 1,624
 20 0.0935 1,733 40 0.1055 2,284 60 0.1231 5,785
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 Figure 1. Figure 1 is a scatterplot of the observed log odds ratio Òin against the facility IDs (sorted by the observed /?,·). The short horizontal
 bars in the plot indicate the upper and lower bounds of the point- wise 95% confidence intervals for the 79 facilities. For any facility, there exist at

 least one other facility such that their normal theory based 95% confidence intervals overlaps. The 79 log odds are very close and cannot be
 distinguished from each other.

 with the following properties. For fixed distinct parameters
 _ _ . . _ . . . -(smooth)
 0i, _ . . ., uk _ or in . the presence or ties, . the . proposed . Rin con-
 sistently estimates the conventional population rank Rt and the

 -(smooth) _ . · λλ λ λ
 estimation error Rin - /?,· _ is . asymptotically · λλ normal λ under λ

 mild conditions, provided absence of near ties to 0,. In these
 cases, the difference between the smooth population rank
 ^(smooth) an(j conventional population rank Rt typically dimin-
 ishes exponentially J fast. Based on the asymptotic normality of 4smooth)r J r. Λ . Λ ,
 Rin , we propose bootstrap confidence r. Λ intervals . Λ that , pro-
 vide consistent coverage probability for the population ranks Rt
 and /?(smooth). in the presence of near ties as defined in (4), the

 problem is much more complicated. In these cases, the pre-
 ceding statements still hold for /^mooth) (in place of /?,·), but
 they no longer hold for the conventional population rank /?,·. A
 conservative confidence interval for the conventional pop-
 ulation rank is then proposed. Although the smooth rank is
 generally not an integer and thus might not satisfy some
 application purposes, our numerical results, based on simulated
 and real datasets, support the preceding claims and demonstrate
 the superior performance of the newly proposed procedures
 compared with the existing ones.

 Section 2 later introduces the smooth ranks and statistical

 procedures and studies their properties. Section 3 extends the
 results to risk adjustment models. Sections 4 illustrates the
 proposed methodology using the VHA data. Section 5 exam-
 ines the performance of the proposed procedures using simu-
 lations. Section 6 contains some further discussions.

 2. RANKS AND BOOTSTRAP INFERENCES

 We assume throughout this section that the data provide
 certain mutually independent root-η consistent estimators Òin of
 the population parameters 0,. In particular, we assume

 θίη = θί + η-]'2(Ζίη+οΡ(1)), Ζίη~Ν{0,(ή), ι<*, (5)
 with scale constants at satisfying 0 < cr* < min , < ^cr, < max , <
 kq'i < cr* < °o. For simplicity, we assume that k, the total
 number of populations to be compared, is fixed, although this
 restriction can be removed under mild further assumptions on
 the op(') in (5). The population parameters 0, are allowed to
 depend on η in the sense that all the statements in this section
 are uniform in their values.

 2.1 Confidence Intervals for Conventional Ranks in the

 Presence of Ties

 Suppose without loss of generality that we are interested in
 statistical inference about the rank R] of the first population
 characterized by θ'. Let

 &T={j:ej = eu 7 = 2,3,. ..,*}
 be the set of populations that are tied to the first population.
 Here, ®Tis completely unknown, not even whether it is empty.
 We assume throughout this subsection that

 κη = y/n min Ifl/ - θ' |- > °°. (6)
 M®tJ>i

 The interpretation of (6) is that the parameters 07 are either well
 separated from 0j or tied to 0j (i.e., there is no near tie to the
 first population).

 The conventional population and sample ranks for the first
 population, R' and /?i respectively, are defined by (1) and (2)
 with / = 1. It follows from (2) and (5) that

 k

 ^ = 1+Σ1(ζ/Β-ζΐΒ^ Mei-ej)+op{')y (7)
 7=2
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 For Θτ = 0, it follows form (7) that P(R' = R' ) -> 1 under the
 conditions (5) and (6). Thus, when there is no tie to the first
 population, R' is a consistent estimator of R' and confidence
 intervals for R^ at any level always have asymptotically 100%
 coverage probability as long as the interval contains the esti-
 mator R' , regardless of the methods used.
 For ®τ φ 0, however, the story is totally different. For a

 population with 0y· tied to 0b its contribution to the population
 rank Rx is 1/2, but its contribution to the plug-in estimator R'
 converges to a Bernoulli variable with probability 1/2 under
 (5), resulting in

 *-*'=E{W..-,<n)4}+0'(I)·
 Thus, the sample rank R' is not a consistent estimator of the
 population rank Rx in the presence of ties. In fact,
 R' -R' + ||Θγ||/2 converges in distribution to a binomial
 distribution, where ||Θτ|| denotes the number of elements in Θτ.
 In this case, the regular bootstrap theory breaks down and the
 conventional frequentist bootstrap confidence interval sug-
 gested by Goldstein and Spiegelhalter (1996) is no longer valid.
 To overcome the difficulty, we propose a smooth sample

 rank

 = k-£F(°^) (8)
 as an estimate of the population rank, where Gn(t) = 1 - F(t/rn)
 with a continuous cumulative distribution function F(), and rn

 are positive constants satisfying

 rn -> 0 and y/nrn -> +oo. (9)
 Our theoretical results only require F(0) = 1/2 and the uniform
 continuous differentiability of F. It can be seen that, for each

 fixed U Gn{t) -> G{t) = l(,<o) +£l(,=o) as rn -* 0.
 A motivation of our proposal of the smooth estimator

 ^(smooth) . ,_. . . · , ι
 R' in . (8) ,_. is . its . connection · to the , ρ values ι

 for testings Ηο: 0/ ^ 0 1 against Η ι : 0,· > 0 1 . The ρ value pj can be

 viewed as a confirmation value for the inequality 0, < θ'. If σ,·
 are all identical and rn is taken to be «~1//2σι'/2, then (8)

 becomes 1 + Σ^/7/ as tne sum °f tne Ρ values. However, the
 sum of the ρ values is not smooth enough for the theoretical
 justification of confidence procedures for the population rank.
 This leads to the introduction of the condition y/nrn -> + °° in
 (9). The proposed estimator is also related to the empirical
 Bayesian rank derived by Laird and Louis (1989) using a
 hierarchical model. This connection will be discussed in the

 next subsection.
 ^(smooth) .

 The next theorem states that R{ is . a consistent esti-
 mator of the population rank R' even in the presence of ties,
 and that it can be used to construct confidence intervals for Rx.

 This is a nonstandard asymptotic normality result because the
 convergence rate n~l/2/rn is slower than the regular rate n~l/2.

 Theorem 2. 1. Let Θτ be the set of ties to the parameter θ'
 of the first population. Suppose the distribution function F in
 (8) is uniformly continuously differentiable with F(0) = 1/2.
 Suppose κη - > oo as in (6). Let rn be constants satisfying (9) and

 1 -F{Kn/(n^2rn)) +/r(-K„/(n'/2T„)) =-^-. (10)

 (1) Denote by υ, = (F'(O))2(||0r||Vf + Σ]ζβτσ])- Then'
 as η - > °°,

 rr„^^l/2(Äismo°th)-/?,) -„#(0,1), if ν, ^ 0;

 'w^|smooth)-tf,)^o, if«, = o.
 Consequently, the estimator (8) is consistent in the sense of

 /?(|smooth)-tfl=O/J(l).

 (2) Suppose 0*n are computed from bootstrap samples such

 that ηι/2(θ*η - èjn)-dn]/2(ëjn - 07) in limit, almost surely. Let

 ^(smooth)· = j + ^Gn ^ _ 0*^ be the smooth mnk Qf the
 first population based on the bootstrap estimates
 {0*n,l <j<k}. Then, the bootstrap distribution of

 ,-( -(smooth)* - (smooth) ' . t , . , ,. .
 rny/nlR] - /?! 1 consistently . t , estimates . the , distri- ,. .

 bution of rn y/n(R^mo° - R' j in the case when υ! φ 0. In the

 case when υι = 0, this bootstrap result still holds, provided

 that F = Φ and min^i |0/ - 0i '/{r2nn]/2) -+ oo.
 The proof of Theorem 2.1 can be found in Appendix.
 The κη defined in (6) can be treated as a characteristic

 parameter of the populations that cannot change for a given
 dataset, but the parameter τη is tunable which is similar to the
 tuning parameter "bandwidth" in (kernel) density estimation
 or nonparametric regressions. In the case of no near tie in the
 sense of (6), there always exists a sufficiently wide range of rn
 satisfying (9) and the upper bound requirement (10). Note that,
 under the moment condition Γ" dF(x) < °° for any a > 0, any

 ^ _ι/2 α/(1+α) ) · ΛΛ
 τη < ^ η _ι/2 ι/ζκηη α/(1+α) ) yields · ΛΛ

 / 1/2 ' α

 1 -F(Kn/{n^Tn)) +ρ(-κη/(η^τη)) = ο{^) / 1/2 '
 = ο(1)

 For the choice of F(x) = Φ(χ) in particular, a rn such that
 κη > n^2Tny/2'og(nl/2rn) suffices for (10). Thus, if 0, ί Θτ
 are at a nonshrinking distance from θ', a convenient choice for
 implementation is τη oc η~β/2, for some 0 < β < 1. See Section 4
 for further discussions and a specific choice of the tuning
 parameter rn.

 2.2 Smooth Ranks in the Presence of Near Ties

 The term "near tie" refers to two populations whose true
 characteristic parameters 0, differ by a gap of the same order as
 the estimation error. Thus, under the condition (5),

 Θλ, = {/:|0;-0ι| =Ο(η-5),</ = 2,3,...,*| (11)
 is the set of near ties to the first population. Because it is
 impossible to distinguish ties from near ties based on data
 under (5), it is convenient to include true ties with 0/ = 0i as
 near ties: Θ^ D ΘΓ. Again, the size and membership of ΘΝ are
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 assumed to be completely unknown, including if members of
 ©w are true ties or not and even if Θ^ is empty or not.
 The contribution of a near-tie population with j G Θ/ν to the

 rank R{ of the first population ranges anywhere among 0, V2,

 and 1, depending on the value of the difference 0/ - #i ranging
 within the order of measurement error. It is not possible to find

 a consistent estimator of Rx under the asymptotic condition (5).
 Although Theorem 2.1 is no longer valid, the expansion (A. 2)
 in its proof in the Appendix exhibits that the smooth sample rank

 Rx of (8) well approximates the smooth population rank

 ^smooth) = 1+£0|ΐ(β._θι)
 j=2

 = k-Y/F{(ej-el)/rn) (12)
 j=2

 where G„(), F, and τη are as in (8). In the case of no near
 tie (βΝ - ΘΤ = 0), we have fl(smooth) - R{ _> 0. But in the
 presence of near ties (Θ^ -&τφ 0), R{*mooth) - /?, +»0.

 The smooth population rank /^smoot > js particularly con-
 venient to deal with, compared with the discontinuous con-
 ventional rank R'. Furthermore, Rymoot has an interesting
 Bayesian connection under the following hierarchical prior:

 {0;}|{/x;} ~ independent Ν(μρξχ), {μ,·} ~ iid Ν(μ,ξ2).

 Under this hierarchical prior, it is reasonable to think of

 R' = 1 + J2j=2 1(μ-<μ,) as tne desired ranking for the first
 population, and because R' is not available

 /?(- )=£[Λ1|β1,...,βΙΙ]
 as the next choice, due to μ]'Θ] ~ Ν((μξ' + θ]ξι)Ι{ξ' + £2),
 ξχξιΚξχ + ξι)' provided τη = y/ijX+ÏJ&). This is closely
 related to Laird and Louis (1989), but different from their
 Bayesian notion, in view of the formula for rn.
 r™ Λ Λ , , , -(smooth) .
 r™ Theorem 2.2 Λ Λ , below , states that , R} is . a consistent

 estimator of the smooth population rank /^smoot ' and boot-
 strap inference can be applied to them. Theorem 2.2 certainly
 covers the case of no near tie (Θ^ = Θτ). In fact, Theorem
 2.1 is a consequence of Theorem 2.2 and the fact that
 R{ - R[smooth) = o(n-i/2Tw) in the absence of near ties.

 Theorem 2. 2. Let θΝ be the set of near ties to the parameter
 θ ι of the first population as in (11). Suppose the distribution
 function F in (8) is uniformly continuously differentiable with
 F(0) - 1/2. Let rn be constants satisfying (9) and

 1 - F(K:/(n^rn)) + F(-K:/(n^rn)) = $L (13)
 where κ* = y/nmin^^, |0,· - Θ' | -> οο. as η -> οο.
 (1) Denote by v'n = (F'(O))2(||0*||2<7? + Σ^βΝ of). Then,

 as η - > οο,

 / * '-l/2 7 /^(smooth) n(smooth)' A7-/n -.x -r- * / n
 ^'/^ «) / * '-l/2 7 (/?i /^(smooth) - R' n(smooth)' ') ^d N(0, A7-/n -.x 1), if -r- v'n * φ / 0; n

 ^/-(smooth) D(smooth)' A if -f- * η
 τπ>/λ^ι ^/-(smooth) - # D(smooth)' 1 J -*p A 0, if -f- v'n * = η 0.
 ^ t ,r,x · ^ -(smooth)
 Consequently, ^ t (8) ,r,x is · consistent in the sense of ^ R{ -
 ^smooth) =o/>(1)e

 •/^ -r λ* t -(smooth) ,
 (2) •/^ -r Let 0/n and t R , be the bootstrap estimates as in

 Theorem 2.1 (2). Then, the bootstrap distribution of rny/n

 / -(smooth)* - (smooth) ' . . . . .. .,
 [R{ - Rx J consistently . . estimates . the . distribution .. .,
 r A-//i(SmOOm) r>(smOOth)' λ , ± / η Τ ^U

 of r Tny/nlR{ - R' ') in the λ case when , v]n ± ψ / 0. η Τ In ^U the

 case when v'n - 0, this bootstrap result still holds, provided
 that F = Φ and min#i |0,· - θ' '/{τ2ηηχ'2) -* οο.
 The proof of Theorem 2.2 is omitted because it is nearly

 identical to and slightly simpler than the proof of Theorem 2.1.

 In Theorem 2.2, the unknown parameters 6j = 6jn are
 allowed to depend on n. It is required that for each j either

 sup„ y/n'0jn - Θ'η'<™ or y/n'djn - θ'η'-> °°. In this case,
 Θ;ν = {j : supn yjfo'ejn - 0!„|<oo} by (11) and κ*η -* οο due to
 the finiteness of the total number k of populations to be ranked.

 It is possible to extend the theorem to the case of k = k(n) - > °°
 under stronger versions of (5) and (13), provided the existence

 of Θ,ν = θΝ,η satisfying κ* -> οο and y/nmaxjeeN'ejn-
 βΧη' - 0(1). Again, the discussion after Theorem 2.1 on the
 characteristic parameter κη and the tuning parameter rn still
 holds, but with κη replaced by κ*. If ^ίθ^ are at a non-
 shrinking distance from θ' and for the choice of F(x) = Φ(χ), a
 convenient choice of rn is again rn oc n~ß/2, for some 0 < ß < 1 ;
 further discussions and implementation of the method can be
 found in Section 4.

 2.3 Confidence Bounds for Conventional Ranks in the
 Presence of Near Ties

 As mentioned in Section 2.2, the conventional population
 rank R' is intrinsically discontinuous in the presence of near
 ties. Still, the smoothing methodology that we developed can
 be used to construct confidence bounds for Ru even in the
 presence of near ties. The idea is to examine the difference
 R' - R^mooth^ anci obtain a set of upper and lower bounds for
 the difference. Then, using these bounds and confidence
 intervals of i?jOOt , we obtain confidence intervals for R'.

 The difference between Rx and /^smooth) can be expressed as

 *'"*· R ^(smooth) _ V^ f pffy ~ΘΛλ
 *'"*· R ^(smooth) ~Jki _ V^ f pffy vw ~ΘΛλ ^

 -F(^)lw>ei)j+0(l)
 = Σ9Ί z l(0j«>i) ~ l(Oj>ex) ' +°(l)i je®N z ^ >

 where F(t) - 1 - F(t). It leads to a set of inequalities for the

 difference of Rx - R[smooih)

 -ΙΐΙθΛ,ΙΙ^Α,-Α^^ΙΐΙθΛ,ΙΙ, (14)
 where || Θ^|| is the number of near ties in Θ^. However, || Θ^|| is
 not known. To estimate it, we introduce a continuous kernel

 function K(x). It is required that the kernel K(x) ^ 0 for any χ G
 (_oo, +00), a:(0) = 1 and, as |x| - ► 00, K(x) - > 0 at a certain rate.
 Our choice is K(t) = 2 min{F(r),F(r)}, which maintains the
 same tail convergence rate as the function F(t) in the smooth

 -(smooth)
 estimator a, .

 The following theorem states that ||Θ#|| = Σ/U
 K((6j - θ')/τη) is a consistent estimator of ||Θ^||. It also pro-
 vides confidence intervals for the conventional rank R'. Here,
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 L' and U' are the lower and upper bounds of a level 100γ%
 confidence interval of the smooth rank /qsmoot > respectively.
 Also, the floor(x) function rounds χ to the largest integer not
 greater than x, and the ceiling(x) function rounds χ to the
 smallest integer not less than x.

 Theorem 2.3. Under the conditions of Theorem 2.2, we
 have

 and a set of confidence intervals for the conventional rank

 floor (l' +^''(h''' s /?, < ceiling (υ* + 1-''Θ^'''

 It is guaranteed that, asymptotically, the coverage of this
 interval is at least 1007%.The proof of Theorem 2.3 can be
 found in Appendix.

 3. RANK INFERENCE IN FIXED EFFECTS RISK

 ADJUSTMENT MODELS

 Risk adjustment is an important topic in performance eval-
 uations of institutions, and discussions of risk adjustment
 models and related issues can be found in, for examples, Aitkin
 and Longford (1986), Goldstein and Spiegelhalter (1996),
 Iezzoni (2003), among others. In this section, we focus on how
 to incorporate our developments of rank inference to fixed
 effects risk adjustment models, under which frequentist pop-
 ulation ranks are well defined and intuitive. Comments on rank

 inference in random effects models are provided in Section 5.
 Consider the following fixed effects risk adjustment model

 in a typical generalized linear model (GLM) setting,

 hiE(yis)} = aJZ's + βΤχΐ*ι S = 1 , 2, . . ., Λ/,

 i=l,2,..,* (15)

 where h is a link function, parameters a, are specifically for the

 institution /, and Z/5 are the corresponding regression covariates,

 parameters β are some additional but institution free regression
 coefficients, and xis are the corresponding regression cova-
 riates, including risk adjustment factors. The "model 2" of
 Aitkin and Longford (1986) is a Gaussian error fixed effects
 risk adjustment model. It is a special case of model (15) where
 h is the identity link function, z/v = 1 and at is the specific
 intercept parameter (a scalar) for the institution /.
 Let z* be a vector of some prespecified reference values for

 the covariates z,> For example, it can be the corresponding
 median or some representative values of z/iSs across all insti-
 tutions. Denoted by ζί = ajz*, and they can be used to define
 population ranks. In particular, the conventional rank definition
 for the first institution is

 a, = i+x;g^-íi) = EÍ1(w.)+?1(^.)}· I Z J 7=2 >=2 I Z J

 Let ξι be a root-η consistent and asymptotically normally dis-

 tributed estimator of £,·, for / = 1,2,...,*. Replacing ζ] by ζ·} in
 the rank Ru we have a "plug-in" rank estimator

 ^1 = l+^G^-^1) = l+E1(è^1)·
 7=2 7=2

 In the special model "model 2" of Aitkin and Longford (1986),
 we have £,· = az. The R' and R' defined previously are exactly
 what Aitkin and Longford (1986) used for their "model 2."
 As in Section 2, we can define a tie set or a near tie set to the
 first institution:

 0r = {/:(/ = ii,for7 = 2,3,...,*}or
 Θ,ν = {j : yfa% - i' I = 0(1), for; = 2, 3, ...,*}.

 In the case of no ties with Θ^ = Θτ = 0, the result is trivial: R'
 is a consistent estimator of R' and it could serve as a "singleton
 confidence set" for R{ with asymptotically perfect coverage.
 As in Section 2, we are interested in the cases when there are

 potential ties or near ties. In these cases, the conventional rank
 estimator R' is not consistent and behaves poorly. Under this
 context, we can again define a smooth population rank

 ^ooth) = 1 + £Gn(f . _ζι) = ι + £/Υ£ζίΛ
 7=2 7=2 V T" /

 and its estimator

 ^smooth) = { ^G^-ζ,) = i +£f(£zÍiY Tn 7=2 7=2 ' Tn /

 As in Section 2, /?(smooth) an(j r{ are asymptotically equivalent
 in absence of near ties (Θ^ - Θτ = 0); but they are different
 when there are near ties (Θ^ -®τφ 0).
 We can extend the results in Theorem 2.1-2.3 to the general

 risk adjustment model (15). Theorem 3.1 states that in the
 absence of near ties (&N -&T= 0), the smooth sample rank
 .^(smooth) . . . „ , · ι ι τλ
 R' is . a consistent . estimator . of „ the , conventional · ι rank ι R{ τλ

 and it can be used to produce confidence intervals for the
 conventional population rank R{.

 Theorem 3.1. Assume model (15) holds and let

 Kn = v^min#erj>i|£/-£i|->00· Suppose the F(x) and τη
 satisfy the conditions specified in Theorem 2. 1 .

 (1) Assume vx = {F'(0)}2varfceer(£, - £,)) φ 0. Then,
 ι- - 1 ' 12 , ^(smooth) „ x . ..

 as η - > oo, Tnyjnvx ι- - ' (R} , - R') „ x is . asymptotically dis- ..
 tributed as N(0, 1).

 (2) Suppose lj are computed from a bootstrap sample such

 that η^-Ι,.,.Ζ- ïk)!ç-nXI2{l ' -£■,■■,,&- {kf in
 limit, almost surely. Let R' ' = 1 + Σ*=2 ^((f; " l')h*)-
 _ . . .. .- . r /- / ^(smootn)* -(smooth).
 _ Then, the . bootstrap . distribution .. .- . or r rny/n /- {R{ / - R{ )

 consistently estimates the distribution of rn yfn (R^m°° - R')
 in the case when V' φ 0. In the case when ν γ - 0, this bootstrap
 result still holds, provided that F = Φ and
 min7yi|£-^/(T„V/2)^oo.

 Theorem 3.2 below states that, in the presence of near ties
 with Θ,ν - θτ φ 0, R{rOOth) is a consistent estimator of fl(smooth>
 and it can be used to construct confidence intervals for /^smoot '
 In addition, these intervals can be used to obtain a set of con-
 servative confidence intervals for the conventional rank Rlm

 Theorem 3.2. Assume model (15) holds and let κ* =

 y/nmmtfQNij>i'Cj - ζχ'-^ °°. Suppose the F(x) and rn satisfy
 the conditions specified in Theorem 2.2.
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 (1) Assume v'n = {F'(0)}2var(V-ee„«} - £i)W 0,
 Then, as η - =0, τ^Κ)"1 V^ - fl<smooth) is
 asymptotically distributed as N(0, 1).

 •/^ T t* t -(smooth)* ,
 (2) •/^ Let T ζ- and t Rx , be the bootstrap estimates as in

 Theorem 3.1^ (2). Then, the bootstrap distribution of
 ^, ^(smooth) ~ (smooth) . . ..

 rny/n{Rl ^, - /?! consistently . estimates . the dis- ..
 tribution of T^(^(rOOth)-^(,SmOOthí) in the case when
 v'n φ 0. In the case when v'n = 0, this bootstrap result still
 holds, provided that F = Φ and min7y ' |£y - ζ{ ' {τ2ηη{/2) - > oo.
 (3) The conventional rank estimator R' is not consistent
 to either R{ orR^001 . The difference between R' and /^smoot >
 is

 r, rjismOOth) ' ^ 1 r1 Λ Ί , /i'
 R'-R' r, rjismOOth) = ' L ^ õí1(íy<í.) r1 - %>£-)} Λ Ί + , ö0)> /i'

 which is bounded between - ||Θ^||/2 and ||Θ#||/2. However,

 ''®n'' = Σ/=2^((ί/ ~" £ι)/τΌ *s a consistent estimator of
 ||Θ^|| and a set of confidence interval for R' is

 floorL'-l-''ÇhÀ'' </?! <cri/i/ig^+^||0^||y

 It is guaranteed that, asymptotically, the frequency coverage of
 this interval is more than 1007%. Here, Κ is the kernel function

 described in Section 2.3, and L' and U' are the lower and upper
 bounds of a 1007% confidence interval of the smooth rank
 ^(smooih)^ respectively!

 The proofs of the theorems are similar to those of Theorem
 2.1-2.3, noting that the standard root-η asymptotic normality
 applies to the estimators of the reference parameters £,s in the
 GLM setting. The details are omitted.

 4. DATA ANALYSIS EXAMPLE

 As part of the National Committee for Quality Assurance
 (NCQA) Quality Compass Report, also known as NCSA
 "report card", health facilities and organizations are evaluated
 on sets of composite measures of a variety of general pre-
 vention and disease-specific indicators (Schneider, Riehl,
 Courte- Wienecke, Eddy, and Sennett 1999). Despite recom-
 mendations not to over-extrapolate the information in the
 publicly available report cards, health facilities, organizations,
 and government agencies are "increasingly" ranked based on
 these types of report cards (Pogach et al. 2005). Pogach et al.
 (2005) used a cross-sectional analysis to illustrate the per-
 formance of the ranking method in identifying health care
 system's top and bottom performers, and found that the method
 had high uncertainty (sensitivity around 64%-83%). Part of the
 problem is that the conventional ranking approach does not go
 far enough to accommodate the uncertainty and random errors
 in the data. In this section, we use a dataset used by Pogach
 et al. (2005) to illustrate our proposed ranking methods and
 confidence intervals for ranks.

 Table 1 contains a dataset used in Pogach et al. 's (2005)
 study. The first column of Table 1 is the (fake) identification
 numbers of the 79 VHA facilities across the United States. The

 second column contains, as a performance measure, the per-
 centage of diabetes patients in each facility who have poor Ale

 control (/?,·). The third column contains the total number of
 patients with diabetes in each facility (n,·). Although the data-
 base used by Pogach et al. (2005) also contained some demo-
 graphical information such as age and gender, it did not include
 any additional potential risk adjustment factors, such as
 severity of patients' diabetes status, among others. To simplify
 our analysis and for the purpose of demonstrating our meth-
 odology, we will illustrate our method only using the data
 available in Table 1 and without including any risk adjust-
 ments. Based on the results in Section 3, we anticipate that the
 performance of the proposed ranking methods in the case of
 risk adjustment models behave similarly.

 The ranks of the facilities are determined according to the
 parameters of their true poor Ale control rates p,s or, equiv-
 alently, the log odds of poor Ale control rates 0; = log(p//(l -
 Pi))s. From Table 1 we can calculate the observed log odds
 0in = 'og(pi/(l - Pi)), which is asymptotically normally dis-
 tributed with mean 0f- and variance (l/pf· -f 1/(1 - /?,))/«/. Figure

 1 is a scatterplot of the observed log odds 0, against the facility
 IDs (sorted by the observed/?,). The short horizontal bars above
 and beneath each point indicate the upper and lower bounds of
 their point- wise 95% confidence intervals for the 79 facilities.
 Pairwise t tests or ζ tests of neighboring facilities have sug-
 gested that none of the log odds of the 79 facilities can be
 significantly separated from those of their neighboring facili-
 ties.

 Four types of confidence intervals for population ranks are
 considered here and in Section 5. They are intervals obtained
 using 1) the conventional rank based centered bootstrap per-
 centile method, 2) the conventional rank based regular per-
 centile bootstrap method, 3) the smooth rank based bootstrap
 method as described in Sections 2.1 and 2.2, and 4) the smooth

 rank interval based adjusted method as described in Section
 2.3. The conventional bootstrap methods 1) and 2) for general
 cases are described in Efron and Tibshirani (1994), where the
 centered bootstrap percentile method 1) yields a level γ con-

 fidence interval of formula (2/?z- - b('+yy2, 27?, - b^_yy2) and
 the basic bootstrap percentile method 2) yields an interval of
 formula φ(ι_Ύ)/2, b^+y)/2). Here, bt is the f-th quantile of the
 bootstrap distribution of the bootstrap estimator R*. To
 implement the smooth rank based methods 3) and 4) developed
 in the article, we use F{x) = Φ(χ) and a tuning parameter τη oc
 η~β/2, for some 0 < β < 1; details are described in the next two
 paragraphs.

 Let s2n be the sample estimate of var(0/n). Because n is the
 generic sample size representing the order of sr2 as described
 in Section 1, for the interval estimation of/?, we use rn =asfn,
 where the constant a = 0.29 is the interquartile range of the 79
 values of Qm to reflect the overall spread of 0;s. When β varies
 from 0-1, this τη formula yields possible τη values typically
 ranging from 0.01-0.30, which is a wide enough tuning range
 for most facilities. The key task remained is to determine the
 constant β in the rn formula using the observed data. We
 employ the idea of choosing bandwidth in kernel estimation
 practices and consider a trade off to protect against over or
 under smoothing: (1) the proposed smooth ranks should not be
 too different from the conventional ranks and (2) the smooth
 rank based confidence intervals obtained according to Theo-
 rems 2. 1 and 2.2 should perform reasonably well with a close to
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 100γ% coverage. In particular, we compare the trade-off of
 the MSEs of (1) the individually scaled rank differences

 MSE! (iß) = (1/79) ΣΖι (#,(SmOOth) - */)2/ {*/(80 - */)} and (2)

 miss-coverage MSE2(/3) = (ΙΠ9)Σΐί^ - y)2/{y(l - y)},
 where c, is a frequency coverage percentage of the smooth rank
 confidence intervals from repeated experiments.
 Assuming the true population Alc-out-of-control rates are as

 listed in Table 1, we plot in Figure 2, (a) and (b), MSE^ß) in
 solid curves and MSE2(/3) in broken curves. Here, the coverage
 c/S are computed from 1,000 simulation experiments. We
 can see that the smaller the constant /3, the better the per-
 formance of the smooth rank intervals, but the bigger the dif-
 ferences between the smooth and conventional ranks. A min-

 max rule

 β = argmin0</3<1 max{MSEi(j8), MSE2(/3)}

 leads β to a range between 0.35-0.55, and for convenience we
 have picked β = 0.5 in our analysis; see Figure 2, (c)-(d). A
 similar conclusion can be reached by the minimax rule using

 MSE3(i8) = (l/79)Ç21(/?|smooth)-/?/)2 and MSE4(/3) =
 (1/79) Y^il'(ci ~ y) ' Provided that in the min-max compar-
 ison they are (externally) standardized by subtracting their
 respective medians and dividing by their respective robust
 scales. Figure 2, (e) and (f) further suggest a good trade-off

 between interval lengths and the MSE of under coverage
 MSE5(j8) = (l/79)X;I=i(c/ - 7)%,<y) for the adjusted inter-
 vals proposed in Section 2.3.

 Figure 3, (a)-(d) plot in solid points the conventional rank
 estimates against the 79 sorted facility IDs (sorted by the
 observed pt). These points are on the 45 degree line, as
 expected. The hollow circle points around the solid points in

 Figure 3 (c) correspond to the smooth rank estimates Rin of
 the 79 facilities. The vertical lines in Figure 3, (a)-(d) mark the
 95% confidence intervals of the ranks for the 79 facilities. The

 confidence intervals are generated based on the aforementioned
 four methods 1-4, respectively. The confidence intervals in
 Figure 3 (b) are also asymptotic Bayesian credible intervals. The
 confidence intervals in Figure 3(c) are intended for the newly

 defined population rank /?jsmooth) anci they can be used to cover
 the conventional rank Rt in the cases of no ties or true ties (but
 not the near ties). The confidence intervals in Figure 3 (d) are
 intended to cover the conventional ranks Rt in all cases. Roughly

 speaking, the intervals in Figure 3 (c) are the shortest, followed
 by the intervals in Figure 3, (a) and (b), which are followed by
 the intervals in Figure 3 (d). Without knowing the true parameter
 values 0,-s, we cannot formally compare these rank intervals in
 terms of coverage probabilities. This will be carried out in
 simulation studies in the next section.

 CO ι
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 Figure 2. This figure illustrates the choice of β by the min-max rule described in Section 4. Figure 2, (a)-(b) show, at confidence levels γ =
 90% and 95%, the opposite trends of MSEi()3) (in solid curves with scales marked on left side) and MSE2(/3) (in dashed curves with scales
 marked on the right side). Figure 2, (c)-(d) plot, at confidence levels γ = 90% and 95%, the maximum of the two MSEs max (MSEjQß),
 MSE2(/3) } at a β value, against β. The hollow circle points correspond to the choice οϊβ = 0.5. Figure 2, (e) and (f) show, at confidence levels γ =
 90% and 95%, the opposite trends of median interval lengths (in solid curves with scales marked on left side) and { MSE5(/3) } 5 (in dashed curves
 with scales marked on the right side) as β increases from 0-1.
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 (a) Conv Rank Est Based Basic CIs (b) Conv Rank Est Based Percentile CIs

 0 20406080 0 20 406080

 Facility ID (sorted) Facility ID (sorted)

 (c) Smooth Rank Est Based CIs (d) Smooth Rank Est Based CIs (adjusted)

 0 20406080 0 20406080

 Facility ID (sorted) Facility ID (sorted)

 Figure 3. Figure 3, (a)-(d) plot in solid points the conventional rank estimates against the facility IDs (sorted by the observed/?,). The hollow

 circle points in Figure 3(c) are the smooth rank estimates /?^m°° s against the facility IDs. The vertical lines mark the 95% confidence intervals
 of the ranks for the 79 facilities. The intervals in Figure 3(a) are based on the conventional rank estimator using the centered bootstrap percentile
 method. The intervals in Figure 3(b) are based on the conventional rank estimator using the regular bootstrap percentile method. Equivalently,
 they also correspond to an asymptotic Bayesian method. The intervals in Figure 3(c) are based on the newly proposed smooth rank estimator
 R™001 , as described in Section 2.2. The intervals in Figure 3(d) are the conservatively adjusted intervals described in Section 2.3 for the
 situation of near ties.

 5. SIMULATION STUDIES

 To examine the performance and operating characteristic of the

 proposed confidence intervals, we turn to simulation studies. In
 the first simulation study, we assume the/3, values listed in Table 1

 are the "true" /?, values for the facilities, and calculate the "true"

 log odds 0,· values. Using the sample sizes listed in Table 1, we
 simulate an "observed" set of samples /?, and compute the
 "observed" log odds 0/ values. In this simulation study, none of
 the "true" /?, or 0/ values are the same, but they are not dis-
 tinguishable from some others at the current sample sizes by any
 tests, either. So, it is the case of near ties. Based on the simulated

 set of "observed" data, we construct the four types of confidence

 intervals for the "true" population ranks. The simulation is
 repeated 500 times. The coverage rate of these 500 confidence
 intervals from each of the four methods at levels 90% and 95% are

 plotted in Figure 4. For each facility and at each confidence level,

 we also obtain the median length of these corresponding 500
 confidence intervals. The first panel of Table 2 contains the
 summary statistics of the 79 median lengths of the 79 facilities at

 level 90% and 95% respectively. Also, included in the first panel
 of Table 2 are two summary statistics for the intervals achieving

 the target-coverage and accompanying under-coverage, which
 are defined by MSE4 = (1/79) £??,(<:/ " ύΫ and MSE5 =
 (1/79) Σί=ι (et - y) l(C/<y) with the intended confidence level
 γ = 90% or 95%. A small MSE4 suggests the coverage is close to
 the target level γ, whereas a small MSE5 suggests there is no
 problem of under-coverage.

 It is clear that the conventional rank based centered bootstrap
 percentile method is extremely poor in terms of coverage
 probabilities in this near ties case. The conventional rank based
 regular bootstrap percentile method behaves a little better,
 although it is still poor with some coverage as low as 67.6%
 and 76.0% at the intended levels 90% and 95% respectively.
 The smooth rank intervals have the right coverage for the
 smooth ranks with lengths slightly shorter than those of the
 conventional rank based methods. The conservative smooth

 rank adjusted intervals over-cover the conventional ranks, as
 expected. These results clearly match the results in Section 2,
 but not that in Equation (3).

 In the second simulation study, we repeat what we did in the
 first simulation study, after we artificially increase the sample
 sizes 20,000 times in each hospital. By drastically increasing the
 sample sizes, we are able to distinguish most of the "true"
 parameter values/?, s and 0/S, for example, using the regular t test.
 So, this creates a no tie situation (almost, see discussions later).
 In this case of a well separated 0,, /?/ = /?/ for a large n, as stated

 in (3). As in Figure 4, the coverage probabilities of the four types
 of intervals are plotted (figure is not included in the article).
 From the figure, the smooth rank based confidence intervals
 again have the intended coverage but the last three types of
 intervals have 1 00% coverage regardless of the confidence lev-
 els, except that there are still a few cases in the centered boot-
 strap percentile method with low coverage. The second panel of
 Table 2 contains the summary statistics of the median lengths
 and coverages (from 500 simulations) of the rank confidence
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 Figure 4. This figure is a Trellis plot used to examine the frequency coverage of four types of 90% and 95% rank confidence intervals in the
 case of existing near ties (ΘΝ φ 0). The four types of intervals are obtained from 1) the conventional rank based centered bootstrap percentile
 method, 2) the conventional rank based regular bootstrap percentile method, 3) the smooth rank based bootstrap method (for the smooth
 population rank #jsmooth)? an(j 4) the adjusted smooth rank based intervals (adjusted for the conventional population rank /?,·). The first two
 methods have poor coverage and the fourth method has higher coverage than intended in the vast majority of cases.

 intervals for the 79 facilities. Again, the results are as expected
 and match with our understanding in the no tie case.
 In the third simulation, we create a true ties situation by

 grouping the 79 facilities into one group of nine facilities and
 seven groups of 10 facilities. For each of the 9 or 10 facilities in

 a group, their true 0, values are set to be the median value of the
 0/S in that group. To make the groups separated from one
 another, we again increase the sample sizes of each facility
 20,000 times as in the second simulation. We carry out the
 simulation study parallel to the first or the second simulation
 study. As in Figure 4, the coverage probabilities of the rank
 intervals are plotted (figure not shown in this article). From the

 figure, the conventional bootstrap method 1 has terrible cov-
 erage for the intended true population ranks. The conventional
 rank method 2 (equivalently Bayesian method) and the smooth
 rank based method 3 all have the right coverage. The smooth
 rank based adjusted intervals by 4 over cover. The third panel in
 Table 2 contains the summary statistics of the median lengths
 and frequency coverages (from 500 simulations) of the 79
 confidence intervals for ranks in this true ties case. Clearly, the
 intervals created from the conventional bootstrap methods
 (including the asymptotic Bayesian method) are very long.
 They are even longer than those conservatively adjusted
 intervals by the method 4, which cover the true conventional
 rank almost all the time.

 In the second and third simulation studies, we increase the

 sample size 20,000 times, resulting more than 20 million
 samples in each facility! These unusually huge sample sizes are
 unrealistic. We include these two simulation studies only to
 illustrate the concept and theory. In fact, we first tried to

 increase the sample sizes 5,000 and then 10,000 times in the
 last two simulations, and didn't get intended results suggested
 by the theories for the no tie and true tie cases. By examining
 the data, we realize that many of the rates listed in Table 1 are
 extremely close. For example, facility 31 and 32 have the p{
 rates 0.1010 and 0.1011 and sample sizes 2,940 and 3,649
 respectively. Assuming these are their true pt rates, it requires a

 sample size of 20,000 times to barely tell them apart by the
 regular zori test. This observation also reenforces our belief
 that the tie and near tie assumption may be appropriate for the
 data in Table 1 and also many other data in practice. In this
 case, the newly proposed smooth rank approach is preferred.
 One nice thing about the newly proposed approach is that they
 work well in all situations, including the no ties, true ties, and
 near ties cases.

 6. DISCUSSIONS

 In this article, we developed rigorous frequentist inference
 theory based on nonstandard bootstrap for population ranks,
 especially for the cases with ties and near ties. The conven-
 tional rank parameter is known to be a "difficult" parameter in
 the literature, in terms of making inference. When there are ties
 or near ties, the conventional sample rank is not even consistent
 and inference based on it behaves very poorly. We proposed a
 smooth sample rank that can be used to derive inference on the
 conventional rank parameter under the assumption of no ties or
 only true ties. In the case of near ties, we provide a smooth
 population rank definition, which has built-in sample sizes.
 This smooth population rank can be consistently estimated by
 the aforementioned smooth sample rank, and the results on the
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 Table 2. Summary statistics of the median lengths and coverages of the rank confidence intervals for 79 facilities in the simulations

 Panel 1 : Near Ties Case (sample sizes = ni)

 1) Conv. Centered 2) Conv. Perc. 3) Smooth Rank 4) Smooth Rank Adj.

 90% 95% 90% 95% 90% 95% 90% 95%

 Length Min. 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.29 0.51 2.00 2.00
 First Qu. 12.50 14.50 12.50 14.50 11.99 14.33 16.50 18.50
 Median 18.00 22.00 18.00 22.00 17.87 21.47 23.00 26.00

 Mean 18.57 21.96 18.57 21.96 17.83 21.10 23.30 26.61

 Third Qu. 25.00 29.50 25.00 29.50 23.74 28.03 31.00 35.50
 Max. 38.00 43.00 38.00 43.00 35.43 41.04 44.00 50.00

 Coverage MSE4 0.9601 0.9904 0.1690 0.0840 0.0447 0.0244 0.3902 0.1031
 Coverage MSE5 0.9340 0.9841 0.1140 0.0644 0.0410 0.0220 0.0061 0.0016

 Panel 2: No Ties Case (sample sizes = 20,000«,)

 1) Conv. Centered 2) Conv Perc. 3) Smooth Rank 4) Smooth Rank Adj

 90% 95% 90% 95% 90% 95% 90% 95%

 Length Min. 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
 First Qu. 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0558 0.0667 1.0000 1.0000
 Median 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.1847 0.2201 2.000 2.0000

 Mean 0.1519 0.1772 0.1519 0.1772 0.1751 0.2087 1.5820 1.6200

 Third Qu. 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.2769 0.3302 2.0000 2.0000
 Max. 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 0.5665 0.6748 3.0000 3.0000

 Coverage MSE4 0.9795 0.6752 0.7687 0.1926 0.0367 0.0132 0.7900 0.1975
 MSE5 0.3246 0.5143 0.0000 0.0000 0.0092 0.0038 0.0000 0.0000

 Panel 3: True Ties Case (sample sizes = 20,000/1,·)

 1) Conv. Centered 2) Conv. Perc. 3) Smooth Rank 4) Smooth Rank Adj.

 90% 95% 90% 95% 90% 95% 90% 95%

 Length Min. 5.0000 6.0000 5.0000 6.0000 0.7501 0.8931 6.0000 6.0000
 First Qu. 6.0000 7.0000 6.0000 7.0000 0.9084 1.0810 6.0000 6.0000
 Median 7.0000 8.0000 7.0000 8.0000 0.9930 1.1810 6.0000 6.0000

 Mean 6.8730 7.6200 6.8730 7.6200 0.9961 1.1850 6.0000 6.3860

 Third Qu. 7.0000 8.0000 7.0000 8.0000 1.0610 1.2620 6.0000 7.0000
 Max. 8.0000 9.0000 8.0000 9.0000 1.2600 1.4980 6.0000 7.0000

 Coverage MSE4 19.4443 23.2261 0.0537 0.0195 0.0182 0.0077 0.7900 0.1975
 MSE5 19.4443 23.2261 0.0021 0.0008 0.0103 0.0034 0.0000 0.0000

 NOTE: Conv. = Conventional; Perc. = Percentile; Adj. = Adjusted; Min. = Minimum; Max. = Maximum; Qu. = Quantile.

 smooth ranks also can be used to make inference for the con-

 ventional rank. The results are extended to a general fixed
 effects risk adjustment model.

 In the presence of near ties, we have also tried to explore
 several alternatives to obtain confidence bounds for the con-

 ventional rank. One alternative, utilizing the fact that R{ is
 discrete and integer-valued, is simple and theoretically sound
 for large samples, but failed to provide desirable coverage for
 the example of Table 1 where there are many ties or near ties.
 The method is as follows. Let S(t) be a nondecreasing uni-
 formly continuously differentiable distribution function with
 S(t) = 1 for t > 0 and let τη be as in (9). Define Ü' = 1 +
 νοηηά(Σ·=2 S((èm - èjn)/rn)) and L, = k - round(i;*=2 S
 {{6jn - θ'η)/τη)), where round(jc) is the integer nearest to x.
 It is not hard to prove (proof omitted) that, as η - > °°,
 P{L' < R] < Ü'} - » 1. Unfortunately, these bounds are too
 tight and could not provide decent coverage for the example of
 Table 1 . A close examination of the proof reveals that, in the
 case of many ties or near ties, it requires huge sample sizes nt so

 that an op(') term could be bounded by l/2.This observation is
 confirmed by a simulation with artificially increased sample
 sizes nv We also have considered another conservative ap-
 proach utilizing simultaneous intervals. In that approach, we
 obtain a resampling based simultaneous confidence region for
 the parameter vector (0b 02, . . ., 0*)Γ, then project it on the rank
 space to obtain confidence intervals for the conventional ranks.
 Although the simultaneous coverage is guaranteed, this pro-
 cedure produces confidence intervals too wide for single ranks.
 For practical examples with a large number of ties or near ties,
 we still recommend the use of the adjusted smooth rank
 intervals proposed in Section 2.3 to obtain confidence bounds
 for the conventional rank.

 Random effects models are also common in risk adjustment
 practice. To compare with their fixed effects "model 2", Aitkin
 and Longfold (1986) used a random effects "model 5"

 yis = bi + ßTxis + eis, j=l,2,...,nf·,
 • 1 Ο 7 (16)
 ι • = 1 1,2,...,*, Ο 7
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 where random intercept /?/ ~ N(a, σ') and random error eis ~
 7V(0, σ2). Under (16), they define the rank of the first institution

 as R' = 1 + Y^j=2 ^{bi<bx)'> which is a random quantity. Baye-
 sian type of analysis for Ri seems appropriate, but it is not a
 well defined parameter from a frequentist viewpoint. Note that

 bi are random draws from N(a, σ') and a replicate study likely
 has a different set of k institutions. The frequentist develop-
 ments in this article, treating rank as a fixed parameter, cannot
 directly be applied to such R' .
 The developments in this article can be extended to other

 random effects models, however. Suppose the k (assume now a
 large number) institutions are sampled from a finite number
 (say m) of subpopulation or groups. For example, the sub-
 populations can be schools or hospitals in different regions or
 of different types. We are interested in ranking these m sub-
 populations. The random effects model (16), in this case, is

 y Us = bu + βΤχΐΐ* + eijs s = 1 , 2, . . ., nih / = 1,2,..., kh

 i = 1,2, . . .,ra.

 with random intercept bn ~ Λ^α/,σ2,), normal error ens ~
 N(0, σ2) and k - Σ?=' ^/· ^n tms case> me population ranks for

 the m subpopulations are well defined /?, = 1 + Σ#ί

 1(α;<α,·) + p(aj=ai) j and R) = 1 + Σ/=2 Gn(<*j ~ £*/),
 /=1,2, ...,ra. The developments of this article can be
 directly applied to such random effects models.

 APPENDIX

 Proof of Theorem 2.1. It follows from (10) that

 max F((ej - β,)/τπ) - 1{θ]>Θι) = * (V1/2/O (A.I)

 and F'((6j - θ')/τη) - > 0 for j £ ®T, because the uniform
 differentiability of F implies F'(x) -► 0 as F{x) -> 0 or 1 -
 F{x) -> 0. By (5) and (9), ((β;π - β/)/τπ) = (Ζ;Λ +
 op(')/rny/n) - op(l). Thus, Taylor expansion yields

 È(r^_L_j-m_ei)/TA (A.2)

 j=2 ' T" T» /

 The asymptotic normality in Part (1) follows because (1) and
 (A.I) imply

 Ri-lk-^Fdej-e^/rA

 Part (2) of the theorem is derived from a similar expansion
 _ "(smooth)* ^(smooth) , , _ _,T- _ „ ,

 of _ R' -R{ when , vx φ , 0. _ When _,T- vx = 0, _ further „ ,
 -(smooth) - -(smooth)* -(smooth)

 expansions of κ, - R' and R{ - R{ are nee-
 ded under F = Φ; details are omitted.

 Proof of Theorem 2.3. Note that tf(0) = 1 , K(x) -+ 0 as |x| -> oo,

 and (β,· - βι)/τΛ -> 0 if y G Θλ, and (β,· - θ,)/τπ -> 1 if y ί
 Θ^. We have

 = ''θΝ''+ορ(1).
 The first result of the theorem follows immediately.

 Because L' and U' are the lower and upper confidence
 bounds of the smooth rank /^smooth^ it is easy to see from (14)
 that

 p(l'-'')&;''+op(')<Rx <£/ΐ+Ι||θ^||+Ο|,(1^
 ^ Ι -β.

 Note that Rx is a discrete integer number. Also, when η -> °°,

 floor(Z.Î-(l/2)||e^||)£LÎ -(1/2)||^|| + op{') and ceiling
 (t/; + (l/2)||0w||)> ϋΐ + (1/2)||θΛ,||+ορ(1), in pro-
 bability. The second result of the theorem follows immediately.

 [Received January 2008. Revised November 2008.]
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